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ABSTRACT
Josef Stefan was a professor of physics at the University of
Vienna between 1863 and 1893. During his time in Vienna he
was a fruitful researcher in many scientific fields, but he is best
known for his work in heat transfer. He was a gifted
experimentalist and theoretician who made contributions to
conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer. Stefan was
the first to accurately measure the thermal conductivity of
gases, using a device he invented called the diathermometer. He
also determined the diffusion of two gases into each other, a
process now known as Maxwell-Stefan diffusion. His work
provided experimental verification of the newly formulated
kinetic theory of gases published by the great Scottish physicist
James Clerk Maxwell.
Stefan also experimentally studied the motion of gases
induced by evaporation along a liquid surface, a phenomenon
known as Stefan flow. In addition, Stefan received data from
various expeditions on ice formation in the arctic seas. From
that solid/liquid phase change data, he formulated solutions to
the moving boundary problem, now called the Stefan problem.
The work for which he is most famous is the T4
radiation law which he deduced from the experimental work of
a number of investigators. However, his theory was not widely
accepted until his former student, Ludwig Boltzmann, derived
the same relation from first principles. In their honor, the T4
radiation equation is called the Stefan-Boltzmann law.
Despite his varied contributions, little is known about
Stefan the man. This paper gives some details on his life and
describes the seminal work he performed in broad areas of heat
transfer.

BRIEF HISTORY
Josef Stefan (Fig. 1) was born on 24 March 1835, to poor,
peasant parents, Aleš Stefan, who was a miller and baker, and
Marija Startinik, a maidservant, in the village of St. Peter on the
outskirts of Klagenfurt, in modern-day Austria [1]. At the time
of his birth, Klagenfurt was part of the multiethnic AustroHungarian empire, and his birthplace was home to a large
Slovenian population. Stefan grew up speaking Slovene at
home and learned German at school, where he distinguished
himself academically. He went on to study at the local
Gymnasium where he taught himself mathematics and physics
from textbooks [2].
Stefan was a devout Roman Catholic and seriously
considered joining the Benedictine Order to become a priest,
but instead enrolled at the University of Vienna in 1853. At the
University he chose to study mathematics and physics and learn
from faculty who could expound what he studied earlier. He
graduated in 1857 and taught physics for pharmacy students.
He showed an aptitude for research, and published his first
paper, “General equations of oscillatory motion,” [3] in the
same year that he graduated. At this time he came under the
influence of Carl Ludwig, a professor of physiology, who noted
Stefan’s technical ability. Under the tutelage of Prof. Ludwig,
who was the head of the Physiological Institute at the
University of Vienna, Stefan refined his experimental abilities
as they studied fluid flow in tubes, an analogy to blood flow in
vessels. In 1858, Stefan took and passed his doctoral exam,
which until 1872 in Austria, was all that was required to receive
a doctorate [4]. No dissertation was necessary, although
Ludwig served as his de facto mentor.
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his mentor Stefan, “He used the tools of advanced mathematics
and understood how to present the most difficult developments
in the clearest and most lucid form without ever having to
resort to mathematical formalism…[he] never tried to flaunt
[his] mental superiority. [His] uplifting humor, which turned
the most difficult discussion into an entertaining game for the
student, made such a deep impression on me.” [5] Besides
Boltzmann, another of Stefan’s students went on to great fame,
albeit not in physics. Sigmund Freud, the psychoanalyst, took
classes from Stefan as part of his medical studies. Stefan was a
“profoundly influential teacher” for Freud, because Stefan
emphasized the natural and necessary interdependence of
theory and practice, principles that became hallmarks of
Freud’s work [6].

Figure 1. Portrait of Josef Stefan, taken in the late 1880s
(Courtesy of the Austrian Academy of Sciences).
Upon receipt of his doctorate, Stefan was appointed a
Privatdozent, the lowest academic rank, at the Physiological
Institute, and published four more papers, including one on
pressure measurements of flow in tubes, with his mentor
Ludwig. Despite his indebtedness to Ludwig, Stefan remained
a physicist at heart. In 1863, Stefan was appointed an ordinary
professor, the highest academic rank, of mathematics and
physics. He then accepted a position at the Institute of Physics
at the University of Vienna (Fig. 2), which at that time was
under the directorship of Andreas von Ettinghausen. When von
Ettinghausen stepped down two years later due to poor health,
Stefan was appointed director over the young Ernst Mach.
Throughout his career, Stefan served in many
administrative positions at the University of Vienna, including
Dean of the Philosophical Faculty (1869-1870) as well as
Rector (1876-1877). He was also Secretary and Vice-President
of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. On top of his
administrative abilities, Stefan was an excellent teacher and
mentor. He maintained a warm, collegial and inspiring research
atmosphere at the Institute. His lectures were clear and
animated, and drew a large number of students. One of his
early students, appearing at the Institute just after Stefan
became director, was Ludwig Boltzmann. Boltzmann wrote of

Figure 2. Erdbergstrasse 15, location of the Institute of Physics
building of the University of Vienna, where Stefan served as
Director from 1865 until his death in 1893 (Courtesy of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences).
Stefan published papers in mathematics, mechanics,
acoustics, optics, and electrodynamics. In this article, I will
focus only on his main contributions to heat transfer.
Sometimes, in a particular area of study, Stefan published his
work over a number of years, so a chronological approach to
presenting his contributions would seem erratic and haphazard.
Therefore, this paper is divided into the three main areas of
heat transfer, conduction, convection, and radiation, and his
contributions to each subfield.
CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER
Measuring the Thermal Conductivity of Gases
In Stefan’s day, it was a relatively straightforward procedure to
measure the thermal conductivity of solids and liquids, but
gases were another matter. In fact, many renowned scientists
debated whether or not gases could even conduct heat. There
were many unsuccessful attempts at measuring the thermal
conductivity of a gas, primarily because of the heat loss in the
system and the convection currents that can form [7]. In 1860,
James Clerk Maxwell, then at Marischal College, Aberdeen,
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published the first in a series of papers on what would be
known as the kinetic theory of gases. The paper was not
particularly well-received in England or continental Europe, in
part because of the difficulty of the theory. Stefan was an early
advocate and encouraged Boltzmann to study Maxwell’s work.
In his theory, Maxwell determined a theoretical value for the
thermal conductivity of a gas and gave its dependence on
temperature and pressure. However, Maxwell also wrote, “It
would be almost impossible to establish the value of the
conductivity of a gas by direct experiment, as the heat radiated
from the sides of the vessel would be far greater than the heat
conducted through the air, even if currents could be entirely
prevented.” [8]
Realizing that convection currents were a large hurdle
to overcome, and after a few false starts, Stefan [9] devised an
instrument which he called a diathermometer (Fig. 3). In his
design, Stefan placed the gas to be measured in a thin gap
between two concentric cylinders. Within the inner cylinder,
Stefan injected the same gas, which was connected to a
manometer. To calculate the thermal conductivity, Stefan
equated the total heat transfer by conduction through the
candidate gas to the change of energy absorbed by the gas [10],

θ

dt = mcv dθ
Δx
After rearranging and integrating, he found,
⎛ −kAc ⎞
θ
= exp ⎜
t⎟
θ0
⎝ mcv Δx ⎠
− kAc

(1)

(2)

where θ0 was the initial temperature difference between the
diathermometer and the temperature bath. For an ideal gas at
constant volume, the relative change in the temperature is equal
to the relative change in the pressure, so,
⎛ −kAc ⎞
Δp
(3)
= exp ⎜
t⎟
Δp0
⎝ mcv Δx ⎠
Stefan then placed the cylinders of the diathermometer
into a temperature bath and measured the pressure as a function
of time. Once the pressure change is measured it is a
straightforward calculation using Eq. 3 to determine the
thermal conductivity. For air, Stefan found the thermal
conductivity to be k = 0.0234 W/mK, an 11% difference from
the presently accepted value of k = 0.0263 W/mK (at 300K).
Using Maxwell’s kinetic theory of gases, the thermal
conductivity of air can be calculated to be k = 0.0218 W/mK.
Later, Stefan [11] measured the thermal conductivities of other
gases, including nitrous oxide, methane, and carbon monoxide.
Besides the actual measurement of thermal
conductivity, he showed that it did not vary with the pressure,
in accordance with Maxwell’s kinetic theory. Boltzmann
described his mentor’s device as, “fantastically simple,” and
that it measured the thermal conductivity, “with an exactness
not previously thought possible,” and “it proved to lend
glowing support to every other prediction of kinetic theory.”[5]
Strnad and Vengar [10] showed how this simple device could
be built and used as an experiment in a student laboratory.

Figure 3. (Left) Picture of the diathermometer used by Stefan to
make thermal conductivity measurements of gases (Photo by
the author). (Right) Schematic of the diathermometer. The gas
is bled into the cavity e through valve M, between concentric
cylinders ABCD and GHJK. The cylinders are then placed in a
temperature bath and the change of pressure is measured as a
function of time (Courtesy of the Austrian Academy of
Sciences).
Diffusion
At the Institute, Stefan worked with another scientist, Josef
Loschmidt, who, among other things, was interested in
studying the diffusion of particles in gases and liquids, and
published his own work [12] in this area. Loschmidt placed
gases of different densities in a vertical glass tube, with the
lower density gas being on top, and after a certain period of
time measured how much gas had diffused into the other.
Maxwell remarked that Loschmidt had, “recently made a series
of most valuable and accurate experiments on the interdiffusion
of gases in a vertical tube, from which he has deduced the
coefficient of diffusion of ten pairs of gases. These results I
consider to be the most valuable hitherto obtained as data for
the construction of a molecular theory of gases.” [13] Stefan
was not above sarcastic critiques of his colleague. After
listening to Boltzmann and Loschmidt debate a particularly
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bizarre scientific proposition, Stefan remarked, “Now I know
why your attempts with the large glass tubes in the basement
failed so miserably.” [14]
Stefan’s first paper on diffusion [15] was published in
1871, which expanded Maxwell’s kinetic theory of gases,
applied Loschmidt’s data to his theory, and included his own
experimental data. Stefan described the diffusion process in
terms of hydrodynamic laws, and he understood that diffusion
can give rise to convective motion in the fluid. [16] This type
of diffusion called either Stefan-Maxwell diffusion [17] or
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion [18] is driven by a gradient in the
chemical potential,

⎛ vi − v j
−∇μi = RTx j ⎜ MS
⎜ Dij
⎝
which differs from Fick’s Law,

N i′′ = − Dij

∂Ci
∂y

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(4)

(5)

that states diffusion is driven by a gradient in the species
concentration. The following year, Stefan published a paper
[19] relating the kinetic theory and the diffusion of gases. In the
paper he derived an expression for the diffusion coefficient
based on modeling the gas molecules as elastic spheres. He
showed that the mean free path and the internal friction
(viscosity) could be calculated from the diffusion coefficient.
Stefan then expanded his diffusion studies to investigate those
processes in liquids. In 1878 he published experimental data
[20] on the diffusion of carbon dioxide in water and alcohol, a
forerunner of carbonated drinks. More than a decade later, just
four years before his death, he published a study comparing
diffusion in acids and bases [21].
Stefan’s thermal conductivity work, and the combined
efforts of Stefan and Loschmidt in diffusion did more than just
provide experimental data in specialized areas of science.
Perhaps the greatest, yet unheralded contribution of their
combined work was to provide experimental verification of the
fledgling kinetic theory of gases as propounded by Maxwell
and Boltzmann. Not only did the data match the theory, but the
parametric behavior of the variables agreed with the equations
derived by Maxwell. He noted, “Prof. Stefan of Vienna, by
means of a very ingenious method, has obtained the first
experimental determination of the conductivity of air. The
result is, as he says, in striking agreement with the kinetic
theory of gases…The numerical results obtained by Prof.
Loschmidt…agree in a very remarkable manner with the
formula derived from the kinetic theory.” [13]
CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER
Flow Driven by Phase Change
In conjunction with his diffusion experiments, Stefan
investigated the effect of evaporation on fluid movement and
mixing [22]. He used ether and carbon disulfide as working
fluids and determined their evaporation rates in air and
hydrogen. As part of his analysis, he approximated the

evaporation process as the diffusion of the vapor of the
working fluids through the air (or hydrogen), and determined
the diffusion coefficients. In a later paper [23], Stefan showed
that the equations of evaporation from a fluid in a circular disk
are similar to those of force and potential lines in an electric
field of a thin, infinitely long conducting plate. His main result
was that the evaporation rate was proportional to the square
root of the fluid surface area.
Stefan’s work on evaporation became the inspiration
for the area of study of fluid motion driven by phase change,
called Stefan flow [24]. Stefan flow describes fluid flow as the
result of processes as diverse as evaporation [25],
condensation, chemical reaction [26], sublimation, ablation,
absorption, desorption and electrolytic solutions [27]. The
average velocity of the evaporating gases has been called the
Stefan velocity [28] and is given by,

DV dp1
(6)
p2 dx
Here DV is the diffusion coefficient of the vapor in the gas, and
p1 and p2 are the partial pressures of the vapor and carrier gases
respectively.
Usually the effect of the Stefan velocity is quite small,
and for many years, its effect was neglected. Recently the effect
has been taken into account for fluid motion driven by phase
change.
VS = −

Solid/Liquid Phase Change
As a high-ranking, well-regarded member of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences, Stefan was aware of the scientific work
that was carried out in Vienna, and he sat in on lectures from
visiting scientists. From 1872 to 1874, the Austro-Hungarian
Empire sponsored an expedition to the polar ice caps [29],
presumably to find a passage through the Arctic. During this
trip, they took air temperature measurements, and recorded ice
growth rates. The leader of the expedition, Karl Weyprecht and
co-leader Julius von Payer reported their findings to the
academy in 1876. We surmise that this is where Stefan first
took interest in the solid/liquid phase change problem. This
particular problem presented difficulties since the thickness of
the solid layer was time-dependent. Later, Stefan became aware
of ice growth rates data taken separately by British and German
explorers during earlier expeditions [30].
With this data in hand, Stefan attempted to find an
analytical solution to this so-called moving boundary problem.
Although Stefan did not know it, this same problem had been
investigated previously by Lamé and Clapeyron [31] and
Neumann [32]. Stefan began his analysis by using a
conservation of energy model at the solid/liquid interface and
assuming a linear temperature profile within the ice. He
showed from this simple model that the square of the ice
thickness was a linear function of time,

h2 (t ) =

4

2k ΔT

ρλ

t

(7)
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Using this model, Stefan compared his theory with the
experimental data and found rough agreement between the two.
Valid comparisons were hampered by the fact that there were
not accurate values for the thermal conductivity of ice.
However, Stefan was encouraged that his simple model did
match the trends of the data. Realizing that his linear
temperature model would not be sufficiently accurate, he
defined a time-dependent temperature profile and found,
t
2k
(8)
h2 (t ) =
∫ ΔTdt

ρλ

0

which Stefan called the kältesumme [33], or cold sum. With
this model he found much better agreement with the
experimental data.
After Stefan published his paper, the solid/liquid phase
change problem lay dormant for many years. Boltzmann did
not mention this work in either of the memorial addresses he
gave about Stefan. It wasn’t until about a half-century later that
researchers became interested in the problem again, and to
honor Stefan’s work, the solid/liquid phase change problem or
moving boundary problem was called the Stefan problem [34].
The Stefan problem, or variants of it, have been an active and
fruitful area of research ever since [35]. The primary
dimensionless number in these types of problems is the Stefan
number,

Ste =

c p ΔT

λ

(9)

This ratio was coined by Lock [36] when he used it as a
perturbation variable in an asymptotic, approximate solution to
the moving boundary problem.
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER
Not long after Boltzmann left the Institute of Physics in Vienna
for his own position in Graz, Stefan began to look at data
relating the amount of energy transferred by radiation and the
temperature of the receiving surfaces. It was known at the time
that radiant energy was not a linear function of the temperature,
and in fact, increased quite drastically as the temperature
increased. However, the relation between the radiant energy
and the temperature was not known.
In 1817, Dulong and Petit [37] published results from
experiments they performed using a spherical bulb in a
spherical chamber, and proposed a model for the radiant energy
as a function of the temperature to be,

E ( T ) = μ aT

(10)

where μ was a constant dependent on the size and material of
the body, a = 1.0077, and T was the temperature in degrees
centigrade. The maximum temperature they used in their
experiments was only about 300°C. After analyzing the Dulong
and Petit data, Stefan did not feel comfortable with their model
and began to look at other relations to fit the data better. He
also investigated in detail their experimental set-up and realized
that there were significant losses due to conduction in the

spherical bulbs. After making adjustments in the data, Stefan
proposed a model, and using his original notation gave the
formula,
(11)
H = AT 4
where, “A depends on the size and the surface of the body,”
which fit the data quite well. Unfortunately, the highest
temperature used by Dulong and Petit was relatively low, and
the real test of the model would come at much higher
temperatures.
Stefan then looked at the results given by Tyndall [38]
which gave radiant energy data for platinum wire over a wide
temperature range. In his paper, Stefan wrote [39], “From weak
red heat (about 525°C) to complete white heat (about 1200°C)
the intensity of the radiation increases from 10.4 to 122, thus
nearly twelve-fold (more precisely 11.7). The ratio of the
absolute temperature 273+1200 and 273+525 raised to the
fourth power gives 11.6.” (translation from Strnad [40]). This
was exactly the result that Stefan needed to verify his model.
Stefan then applied his formula to other published data and
found that his model gave much better agreement than the
Dulong and Petit model. Although Stefan had data at his
disposal to do so, he never explicitly calculated a numerical
value for his constant of proportionality, A [41]. This is
probably because he did not have high confidence in the
experimental techniques used to generate the data. He also felt
strongly that data should be at low temperatures, as close to
absolute zero as possible. Based on the data presented in his
paper, it can be determined in a relatively straightforward
fashion to be 5.056x10-8 W/m2K4.
After comparing his model with data from a variety of
sources and gaining more confidence in it, he used it to
determine the temperature of the Sun. Some researchers used
the Dulong and Petit model and found a relatively low
temperature for the Sun. Others used their own methods and
found values that were still lower than what was reasonably
expected. Stefan applied his T4 model and estimated that the
Sun’s temperature lies in the range of 5580-5838K. These
values gave the first accurate calculation of the temperature of
the Sun and fits the currently accepted value of about 5770K.
Unbeknownst to Stefan, there were a number of errors
in the data that he analyzed. Strictly speaking, the T4 radiation
law holds only for a perfect blackbody radiator. Platinum is not
a perfect emitter, and in all of the data Stefan investigated,
emissivities of the materials were never considered. There is
also some question about the difference between the radiative
energy measured by Dulong and Petit and the currently
accepted value. Nevertheless and by happy coincidence, the
errors cancelled themselves out so that the radiation law, for
which Stefan is most famous, was discovered. Figure 4 is a
photograph of a plaque marking the birthplace of Stefan in
Klagenfurt, acknowledging him as a discoverer of the radiation
law.
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Figure 4. Plaque marking the birthplace of Josef Stefan, in
Klagenfurt, Austria. It reads, “In this house, on 24 March 1835,
the physicist Josef Stefan, the discoverer for whom the
radiation law is named, was born.” (Photo by the author)

his description of complicated scientific principles to suit the
capacity of his audience, whether they were experts or laymen.
Upon completion of his lectures, he was exhausted and sweated
profusely. He was one of the most admired and best liked
professors at the University of Vienna. He completely
dedicated his life to science and his academic commitments.
Despite his fame and contributions, he never travelled outside
of Austria to attend scientific conferences or meet with
colleagues. To commemorate his contributions, the University
of Vienna placed a memorial to him (Fig. 5) in its courtyard
arcade. His student Boltzmann gave the dedicatory address [5].
As beautiful as Stefan’s memorial is, his greatest legacy is the
scientific discoveries he left for posterity.
He was a simple, very private man. Only towards the
end of his life did Stefan find a devoted companion, marrying
the widow Marija Neumann in 1891. She brought out his
lighter side, and he began to joke and laugh as never before,
and cared for him until he died. He is buried in Vienna’s famed
Central Cemetery.

Despite the success Stefan’s model had in modeling a
wide variety of radiant energy data, his work was not widely
accepted. The T4 behavior was unprecedented (and still remains
a distinctive indicator of radiation heat transfer) and so unusual,
that it was difficult for the scientific community to believe.
Five years after Stefan’s paper was published, Boltzmann, from
first thermodynamic principles, derived Eq. (11), which came
to be known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Like Stefan,
Boltzmann never explicitly calculated the proportionality
constant between the radiant energy and the temperature to the
fourth power, now called the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Its
current value, 5.67x10-8 W/m2K4, is about 11% higher than the
value that Stefan could have easily calculated.
Some investigators, most prominently Worthing and
Halliday [42], feel that Stefan’s contribution to the radiation
model was too insignificant and based on erroneous data, such
that he didn’t even deserve partial credit for its discovery.
When discussing Eq. (11), they refer to it only as Boltzmann’s
law, and the constant as Boltzmann’s radiation constant.
Presently, their opinion seems to be in the distinct minority.
Dougal [43] argues that this judgment is overly harsh. Today,
most scientists and engineers continue to refer to these as the
Stefan-Boltzmann law and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
END OF HIS LIFE
Stefan published his research nearly up until his death. On 15
December 1892, he presented a paper to the Austrian Academy
of Sciences. A few days later he suffered a stroke from which
he never recovered, and died on 7 January 1893.
Stefan was a devoted researcher and teacher. His
diathermometer is an excellent example of the simple, elegant
experiments he designed. He provided guidance and support, as
much of the Institute’s resources as possible, to let his students
design and conduct experiments. He had the ability to adjust

Figure 5. Stefan memorial in the courtyard arcade of the
University of Vienna. (Photo by the author)

NOMENCLATURE
a – constant
A – constant
Ac – cross-sectional area
cp – specific heat, constant pressure
cv – specific heat at constant volume
Ci – molar concentration, species i
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DMS – Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficient
Dij – Fick’s diffusion coefficient
DV – diffusion coefficient
E – radiant energy
h – ice thickness
H – radiant energy
k – thermal conductivity
m – mass
mi – molar chemical potential, species i
N i′′ – molar flux, species i
p – pressure
R – ideal gas constant
t – time
T – temperature
vi – velocity of diffusing species i
VS – Stefan velocity
xi – mole fraction, species i
Δx – temperature difference
y – distance
Greek
θ – temperature difference
λ – latent heat
μ – constant
ρ – density
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